YW HUB FACILITY UPDATES
DATE:

May 2018

Summer is here and construction continues to moving quickly at the YW Hub facility in
Inglewood! Below are our most recent updates explaining what we have been doing and
what you can expect to see in the near future.

Work Completed
We are very excited about the progress we are seeing and excited to share it with our
community. We have dismantled the crane, started work on the interior and the south side
exterior closure of the building envelope is near completion. We have started on waterproofing
and glazing the building and have completed the final pour of the roof level on the north side.

YW Transformation Campaign launch
On Tuesday, May 22, YW Calgary gathered with visionary community donors and supporters to
celebrate the launch of our Transformation Campaign, YW She Matters. YW's Transformation
Campaign is more than two-thirds of the way to the goal of $60 million dollars to fund the
construction of the YW Hub facility and renovate YW Sheriff King Home.

From our roots offering safe shelter to women since 1910, YW Calgary has evolved to meet the
changing needs of women and community. The Transformation Campaign is the next step in
this evolution, a project rooted in the expertise that comes from supporting vulnerable women,
when and where they needed us for the past 107 years.
YW's Transformation Campaign is about more than a construction project; it will propel YW
Calgary to sustainability, ensuring uninterrupted access to programs and services necessary for
women to thrive.
The YW Hub facility will offer accessible supports for women and their families including
transitional housing, counselling, language and employment skills training, childcare spaces and
parenting programming as well as support services to manage the organization. This beacon for
the community will offer a fitness centre, multipurpose rooms and a community kitchen to
engage with our neighbours in new and exciting ways.
For more information on YW's Transformation Campaign, visit www.YWSheMatters.ca

Work to Come
Here are some exciting construction updates for this month:






Crane has been dismantled
Cantilever structure is in place at the front door
Final pour of roof level on north side is complete
Exterior closure of building envelope on south side is near completion
Interior work has begun

We continue to have opportunities for site tours and construction plan information sessions. For more
information on the YW Hub Facility visit www.YWSheMatters.ca. If you are interested in a site tour or a
construction plan session please contact us at the number or email below.
A special note to our close neighbours in the area. We appreciate the challenges the extra construction
vehicles have presented and we continue to work to find solutions to these challenges. Your patience and
support during this process is appreciated.
Please contact Carla at clink@ywcalgary.ca or 403.705.5779 if you have any questions or concerns.

